How to ace high school

And what to do after
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Completing a Senior Secondary Certificate is a long
process. More than two years of hard work, study,
school-based assessments and final exams combine
to give you your marks. There are different styles of
assessment all across Australia, but they all head
towards the same goal.
Naturally, your motivation levels will rise and fall
throughout. There’s no need to freak out, because if
you keep reading we’ve got some solid advice about
how to survive your final years of high school.
To help you through your studies, we’ll talk about
goals, how to set them and how to stick to them,
as well as managing your stress levels and how
looking after your mind and body leaves you in the
best shape to do well at school. We’re also going
to talk about prioritising your workload, planning
assignments as well as final exams, how to prep for
them, study techniques and how to stay cool, calm
and collected during an exam.
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Preparing yourself
to do your best

Finally, we’ll talk about your options after school. You
might know what your dream job is but you’re not sure
how to get there yet, or you might want to try a few
things out before committing to a degree. Whatever
your decision, this guide will help you get there.
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Turning goals into reality
At the beginning of the
year, you would have
set some study goals.
Hopefully, these were
a valuable resource to
return to when you were
feeling worn out. Take
a few minutes, sit down
at the kitchen table and
write down what you want
to achiever once you’ve
finished your final exams.
By documenting your
goals, you are able to read them, absorb them and return to
them whenever you need to. Writing down goals helps you
turn them into reality. They may be big or small goals, study
goals, life goals, it doesn’t matter. Everyone’s situation and
approach is unique.

Writing down goals helps you
turn them into reality
3

Managing stress
The best way to avoid getting stressed is to work out
how to space the timing of your study out.

IT WILL HAPPEN

TA K E A B R E A K

PLAN

U n fo r t u n a t e l y,
ove r t h e c o u r s e
of yo u r s t u d i e s
yo u ’ l l of t e n f i n d
it impossible
t o a vo i d t i m e s
of s t re s s . W h e n
yo u h a ve fo u r
a s s i g n m e n t s d u e,
p l e n t y of s h i f t s a t
w o r k , t h e h o c key
g ra n d f i n a l a n d a
f r i e n d ’s b i r t h d a y
all in the same
w e e k i t i s h a rd
to imagine how
yo u a re g o i n g
t o s q u e e ze
eve r y t h i n g i n .

Ta ke a b re a k , g o
fo r a r u n , e a t yo u r
fa vo u r i t e m e a l .
I f yo u ’ re fe e l i n g
ove r w h e l m e d ,
talk to someone
a b o u t i t . Eve r y
school has staff
whose job it is
t o l i s t e n t o yo u r
s t re s s e s a n d h e l p
yo u s o r t t h e m
o u t . I f yo u d o n’ t
fe e l c o m fo r t a b l e
a p p ro a c h i n g a
t e a c h e r, t a l k t o
yo u r fa m i l y o r a
friend.

The best way to
a vo i d g e t t i n g
s t re s s e d i s t o w o r k
out how to space
yo u r s t u d y o u t
a bit. Finish one
assignment a bit
e a r l y s o t h a t yo u
c a n fo c u s o n t h e
n ex t o n e, c h i p p i n g
away at each task
in manageable
chunks until
eve r y t h i n g i s
finished.
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Staying healthy
Our brain needs nourishment to operate well, just like our body does. That’s
why your diet is so important as a student. It’s easy to forget that food, apart
from being delicious, is basically just fuel for our bodies. We put a meal in
and we get energy out. Every meal or snack we eat is like throwing a log on
a fire to keep it going. In the same way, it’s so important we eat food that
provides our bodies with good fuel.
Eating well doesn’t have to be complicated. In fact, a handy rule is just to
keep it simple. Avoid processed food, head towards good sources of protein
like meat, nuts, mushrooms, beans and a bit of dairy. Our brains also need
good fats that are found in foods like avocado.
Another good rule is everything in moderation. It’s possible to have too much
of a good thing! For instance, while coffee may make us feel sharp and keep
us awake for those long nights, it can also make us anxious and prevent
us from getting the sleep we need during assessment periods. If your body
needs rest, no energy drink or triple-shot latte is going to be able to keep
your mind focused.
When you’ve got a deadline, a big assignment, or an exam to study for,
reaching for a bag of Skittles or downing another coffee to get you through
isn’t going to help your brain do its thing.
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Exercise can also be a big help when studying. When you engage in exercise, your brain
benefits too. Professor Carl W. Cotman and Dr. Nicole C. Berchtold explained in a study
titled Exercise: a behavioural intervention to enhance brain health and plasticity that
exercise stimulates the release of “brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and other
growth factors” which in turn increases the growth and development of nervous tissue.
Arrive at your exams with plenty of time to spare. There is no worse feeling than running
late to an exam and entering the hall feeling flustered. Wake up with enough time to eat
some breakfast, get dressed, and double check you’ve got everything you need. At this
point, you’ve done everything you can. Now the biggest favour you can do yourself is to
arrive at the exam composed and on time.
Once inside, follow the rules. There will be a lot of supervisors and assistants in the exam
hall. They are there to help make sure everything runs smoothly and that you have the best
chance possible to concentrate and show what you’re capable of. During reading time,
take it slowly and focus on making sure you understand what each question is asking you.
Start to plan how much time you will spend on each question, depending on how many
marks it is worth and how large the response is required to be.
Go through the exam and answer every question that comes easily to you first, then move
onto questions you find more difficult. Making an attempt to answer each question is
better than leaving any spaces blank, even if you’re not sure if the answer is correct.
At the end of the day, do the best you can with the time you have and you’ll go home
feeling proud.
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Study techniques
There are a variety of study techniques
and approaches to learning. Experiment
to find what technique seems to work
best for you. Some people find reading
textbooks the best, others prefer to copy
down what they’re reading.

A good balance is 20 minutes
of focus followed by 5 minutes
of rest.
You can try writing a critical response,
creating a diagram, summarising
chapters and note taking, or writing a
short essay. Reading aloud helps you to
remember better too, because hearing
the words spoken assists in establishing
things in your short-term memory.
It is natural for our concentration to
decrease, and as our attention wavers
so too does our productivity. Study in
concentrated bursts and take regular
short breaks.
Study in a quiet environment and
6

eliminate possible distractions before
you begin. Study does not have to mean
days and nights spent bent over books.
You will be amazed what you can get
done in an hour if you put your mind to it.
Everybody finds it hard to concentrate;
some people have to take extra measures
to find focus. A good balance is 20
minutes of focus followed by 5 minutes
of rest. This might mean stepping out
for some fresh air or pausing for a welldeserved study snack.
There is no point in punishing yourself
with hours of unfocused work that
produces minimal results.
There are also a bundle of resources
available to you. Looking at past exams
and performing practice exams is really
useful and can give you an idea of what
to expect from a particular exam. Look at
the example exams available to you that
received different marks, to give you an
idea of what qualifies as a top mark and
what doesn’t.
upskilled.edu.au

When you take a
break, make sure
you let yourself
enjoy it.

Time management
It’s important to find a balance between study
and your social life.
Excelling in high school doesn’t mean sacrificing the enjoyment
of every other aspect of your life. Finding balance between your
study-load and extracurricular activities may take some juggling.
Once you’ve found this balance, you will find some time for
enjoyment and you might even get a kick out of the new things
you’re learning. Allow yourself to go to dinner with your friends, or
have a morning off. Work hard in the time you assign to study, so
that you can enjoy your spare time guilt-free.
If you can make studying part of your lifestyle, and not a chore,
you’ll find it rewarding. Flexibility is really important. When working
towards a long-term goal sometimes life gets in the way. It is
important to make plans, write lists, set deadlines and targets, but
it is equally important to accept that things won’t always go to plan
and that’s okay. Some days you won’t be able to do it all, and other
days you will.
When you take a break, let yourself enjoy it. If you spend the entire
break thinking about what you could or should be doing, instead of
enjoying it, you won’t feel rested by the time the break is over.

7

Remember, watching a TEDTalk isn’t going to magically grant you
a higher mark so use your break time wisely and don’t cheat on
yourself.
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How your mark is made
Your Senior Secondary Certificate is something you have been preparing
for over the last few years of your learning. Take a second to think about
everything you’ve learned, achieved and gained in this time and realise how
close you are to your goals.
Your government has determined what curriculum will be offered, and how
the assessment will be run. Depending on your school or state, there were
some compulsory subjects. The curriculum, assessment and name of the
Senior Secondary Certificate changes depending on your state or territory.
But don’t worry, every curriculum has to address a core set of competencies.
Over the course of your final years of schooling there will be continual
assessment, with things like essays, research reports and in-class tests. These
tasks give you an opportunity to show what you’re capable of and what
you’ve learned—which in a way may not be achievable in a written exam.
It’s vital you understand which tasks are the most important. You want to
give the most time to those essays or exams that are worth the largest
percentage of your grade.
Now for the tricky part.
If you are seeking a university entrance score, you’ll sit a scaling test. Your
school has to submit the overall school-based assessment mark for each
course, which is used to rank you in your course.
After exams, your school-based assessment marks are moderated and final
grades calculated.
8
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Study goals

Year 12 in Numbers

At the beginning of the year, you would have
set some study goals. Hopefully, these were
a valuable resource to return to when you
were feeling worn out. Take a few minutes,
sit down at the kitchen table and write down
what you want to achiever once you’ve
finished your final exams.
By documenting your goals, you are able to
read them, absorb them and return to them
whenever you need to. Writing down goals
helps you turn them into reality. They may
be big or small goals, study goals, life goals,
it doesn’t matter. Everyone’s situation and
approach is unique.

In NSW, your final mark is
determined with a 50:50
combination of your
exam mark and schoolbased assessments
made for each course.
9

In 2010, 1 .2 Million Young
Adults (those aged 20-24)
had already obtained a Year
12 certificate
source: ABS

Long Term Value
What’s Year 12 Wor th?

In 2010, of people aged
20-64 in Australia who
had attained a Year 12
Certificate, 81% were
employed .

Research suggests young
people who are not fully
engaged in education or
work (or both) are at greater
risk of unemployment &
cycles of low pay in the
longer term.

source: ABS

source: ABS
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Subject tips
When choosing subjects there are a few things
to consider.
It’s easy to see your Senior Secondary Certificate as a marathon
and not a sprint to the finish. Given it’s a long term commitment,
it’s important you choose subjects you find interesting.
Firstly, this is your decision and not anyone else’s—it’s a personal
one! Think about what skills you have, and which parts of school
come easily to you, or are the most enjoyable.
Next it’s important to think about what you might want to do
after school,
in-case any further study you are considering has certain
entry requirements like compulsory subjects and heed any
recommendations that career advisors make in regards to
required knowledge.
Universities in Australia take into account how your marks
compare to the marks of students who are doing the same
course at another school. So if university is on the cards, really
consider what subjects you may need to do and if a minimum
mark is required for course entry then take a minute to think
about what you’ll need to do to achieve it.

Think about
what skills
you have, and
which parts
of school
come easily
to you, or
are the most
enjoyable.

Ultimately it’s important to study things that interest you. When
you enjoy the subjects you’re undertaking it is easier to focus
and stay motivated, which often produces better results.
10
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Final exam prep
In the final days before an exam, focus on what you can do with the time
remaining rather than what you wish you could’ve done. It might sound like an
obvious thing to do, but take a minute out to make sure you’re organised and
happy with how prepared you are.
It seems like a small thing, but double-checking you have all the equipment
necessary to complete your exam is a crucial thing to remember. There are quite
a few rules about what you can and cannot take into an exam, and once you’re
inside the hall you won’t be able to borrow equipment from a friend. Do little
things like double check the battery in your calculator and get together a pencil
case with pens, lead pencils and a sharpener.
If you’re feeling under prepared try not to stress, know that everyone, no matter
how much study they have done, is feeling nervous as well. Focus on what you
can do with the time remaining, rather than what you wish you could have done.
In the last days before a big exam, taking care of your body gives your mind a
better chance to perform at its best. Drink lots of water, eat healthily and get as
much sleep as you can before and during your exams.

Know that everyone, no matter how much
study they have done, is feeling nervous as well
11
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According to the ABS Survey of
Education and Work, 41% (or 595,000)
of Australia’s 1.4 million full-time
students aged 15-24 years worked a
part-time job most weeks, and 2%
(26,000 full-time students) worked a
full-time job.
A third of full-time secondary school
students worked a part-time job, and
53% of full-time students doing higher
education or TAFE, worked including
3% who worked full-time.
Source: ABS
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During exams
Arrive at your exams with plenty of time to spare. There is no
worse feeling than running late to an exam and entering the
hall feeling flustered. Wake up with enough time to eat some
breakfast, get dressed, and double check you’ve got everything
you need. At this point, you’ve done everything you can. Now
the biggest favour you can do yourself is to arrive at the exam
composed and on time.

Helpful Links

Once inside, follow the rules. There will be a lot of supervisors
and assistants in the exam hall. They are there to help make
sure everything runs smoothly and that you have the best
chance possible to concentrate and show what you’re capable
of. During reading time, take it slowly and focus on making sure
you understand what each question is asking you. Start to plan
how much time you will spend on each question, depending
on how many marks it is worth and how large the response is
required to be.

ACT Students

Go through the exam and answer every question that comes
easily to you first, then move onto questions you find more difficult.
Making an attempt to answer each question is better than leaving
any spaces blank, even if you’re not sure if the answer is correct.

Victorian Students
WA Students

TAS Students
QLD Students
NSW Students
SA Students
NT Students

At the end of the day, do the best you can with the time you have
and you’ll go home feeling proud.
At the end of the day, do the best you can with the time you have
and you’ll go home feeling proud.
13
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Current career opportunities in IT

At some point you will have to
think about the future after year 12.
Most jobs and careers require skills
and qualifications you haven’t yet
acquired in school. Different jobs and
industries call for different training
and education. Furthering your study
is a really good way to stand out
from the crowd.

Six months after completing a Certificate
IV in any field, 90.7% of students are
employed or in further study.
14

Source: NCVER
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After high school
A big question that most school leavers face is whether or not to
take a break for a year or begin further education and hopefully a
career. The world is your oyster after Year 12. Some people are ready
to jump into undergraduate university degrees, others take a year
off, and for a lot of people further study might mean a certificate
or diploma in an area of interest that they haven’t had a chance to
pursue in school.
If you’re not sure what’s next for you, that’s natural! It’s a great
time to look at all your options because you don’t have to stick to
any one choice. Of course, everyone’s journey is different. So keep
in mind that you can always change paths and explore other
options—no matter when.
Often, the problem is you don’t know exactly what career it is that
you want. Luckily, we’ve already put together a handy guide for
finding and focusing on the right career for you which you can
check out here. But if you already have an idea of what work is right
for you or you’d like to do, then maybe it’s time to consider your
options for further study.
There are so many different jobs and industries, lots you may
not even know exist. Many jobs may only require a vocational
qualification which is a good alternative to a tertiary degree like a
bachelor. Typically, vocational qualifications give you the practical
skills needed for a particular profession or industry.
15
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As a new candidate in the job search
it can be difficult to separate yourself
from the pack. Possessing formal
qualifications can demonstrate your
commitment and provides recognition
of your knowledge and training.
It’s also common for people to start
courses with a career in mind and end
up finishing an entirely different course
and starting a new career. So, don’t
ever feel like you are locked in. It is best,
however, to finish what you start.
If your alternative is a gap year then
there are a few things you are going to
need to know about that also. Travel
can be expensive, as you’ve probably
already been told, but can open your
eyes to the wider world and for some
it’s a chance to work out what you
really want in life. Many great memories
are made along the way and you’ll
probably come home with a few stories
to share—some not so safe to share.
16

There are a
million paths
you can take
after Year 12.
But what are
they?
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Australian Apprenticeships are a
good way to earn and learn if you
are looking at getting a trade. It also
another path to getting a nationally
recognised qualification. There are
no prerequisites needed to start
undertaking an apprenticeship, it’s
an awesome way to start in a career
and you are getting paid to learn.

17
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Further study
Vocational qualifications have many benefits over
tertiary ones. They are usually shorter in length to
complete, cheaper to pay for and offer more practical,
industry based experience and knowledge that some
employers favour—actual skills that you can put to use,
as opposed to academic theories. While both options for
further education and training can be stressful—difficult
but ultimately rewarding—it’s important to know the
difference between vocational and tertiary education.
The other upshot of a vocational qualification is that
they can be completed in less time than a degree—
especially if you are studying through self-paced or
online learning. Making your own timetable and being
able to work wherever there is Wi-Fi makes work and a
social life way easier to fit into your week.
Explore your options with a Registered Training
Organisation like TAFE or Upskilled. A vocational
qualification from an RTO might even be worth time off
a tertiary qualification meaning you could ultimately
complete two formal qualifications in the same time that
your classmates complete one from a university.
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About Upskilled
Upskilled is a leading Registered Training Organisation (RTO)
that offers a huge range of vocational qualifications and short
courses to working professionals, job seekers and you guys,
school leavers. As one of the largest RTOs in Australia, we deliver
industry standard qualifications that are nationally recognised
and included in a number of articulate agreements with
Universities around Australia. We cover everything from Business
and IT to Community Services and everything in between—
Marketing, Logistics, Events, Education, Finance and more.
Even if you don’t know what you want to do after high school, we
can talk you through your options and work together with career
advisors at your school to help you get the best out of high school
and beyond. If you would like some more info or just wanted to
check out what Upskilled is all about, head to our website or call
us to speak with a real person about your options.
We wish you the best of luck with your high school efforts and
beyond!
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Sydney
Level 3
657 Pacific Hwy
St Leonards
NSW 2065

Adelaide
Suite 5
10-12 Hurtle Pde
Mawson Lakes
SA 5095

Postal
PO Box 487
St Leonards
NSW 1590

Phone
1300 009 924

RTO ID
4 0 3 74

ABN
14 125 906 676

We b
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Email

info@upskilled.edu.au

Disclaimer
This e-book has been compiled to detail the most up-to-date information. To the best of our knowledge the information contained in this booklet is
correct at the time of print/downloading and may change without notice. Upskilled Pty Ltd accepts no responsibility for any errors, nor any liability
for any consequences that may follow from any person’s use of the material.
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All information is correct at time of publishing to best of the publishers knowledge. Upskilled Pty Ltd is a registered training organisation
(RTO number 40374) that delivers nationally recognised qualifications from Certificate I level to Graduate Diploma level in a range of disciplines.

